The Evolving Role of the

Arts

Art education is evolving and students are benefiting

I

n his new book, Creative
Schools, Ken Robinson states,
“the aims of education are to
enable students to understand
the world around them and
the talents within them so that
they can become fulfilled individuals
and active, compassionate citizens.”
It is becoming increasingly
evident there is a need for public
schools to find a better way to
balance the drive for increased
student achievement in measured
subject areas with opportunities for
all students to express themselves in
meaningful ways, increase their
aesthetic understanding, and experience creative thinking and problem
solving. The arts provide such
opportunities (see “10 Lessons the
Arts Teach”).
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Research continues to link participation in the arts to gains in physical, cognitive and social/emotional
development from early childhood
through high school. However there
are also other benefits unique to the
arts and just as valuable for all students.
| Scientific Collaboration
Schools are increasingly developing
collaborative projects that partner
the arts with other core subjects like
science, math, social studies, and
language arts. These projects challenge students to think creatively
while working collaboratively with
other students. The Appleton Area
School District recently completed a
STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics)
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project that involved students in
all three of its high schools. The
project joined science and art
students as they investigated an
environmental challenge and presented it through art.
At the Appleton Career Academy,
students investigated antibioticresistant bacteria. Science and art
students were paired together to
research the problem. The art
student used art to communicate
the issue and the science student provided scientific text to accompany
the piece of art. At the end of the
project, students presented their
work at an art show.
“As a teacher, I feel this process
really helped them learn more about
the topic they were researching,”
said Renee Ulman, an instructor and

Tackling Real-World Problems

T

coordinator at the Appleton
Career Academy. “When I had
students present about their research
and their art, you could tell that
they really knew what they were
talking about.”
At Appleton West High School,
the focus was on invasive species.
Science students made presentations
about invasive species to art students. The art students then communicated the challenges invasive
species pose by painting square
panels. The panels were put together
and exhibited as a single, mosaic
unit of artwork.
“Students felt they got a much
deeper appreciation of the affect
invasive organisms have on other
species and the environment,” said
art teacher Ellen Edge. “They
enjoyed working together and even
made some new friendships.”

his spring, almost 300 middle and high school students from
22 Wisconsin schools gathered at UW-Milwaukee’s Peck School of
the Arts to participate in the Visioneer Design Challenge. Each year,
the competition connects middle and high school students interested
in the design arts (architecture, graphic design, fashion, etc) with
a professional in the field. Students select a real-world challenge
and present their original ideas to, and continue to learn from,
professional designers.
This year’s theme, “Uplifting our World: The Millennial Generation
Caring of Others,” had students choose a design challenge from one of
10 design areas: architecture, digital photography, exhibit design,
fashion design, graphic design, game design, product design, illustration, urban planning and video production. Students solve long-term
design challenges at their schools and bring them to the competition
for display and assessment. A related challenge is given to them to
solve when they arrive on-site.
This first-of-its-kind statewide learning program and competition
began in 2007 with 74 students from 11 schools and nine design
challenges. Commissioner Joe Luginbill, recently elected to the Eau
Claire Area School Board, attended this very first event as a student,
stating the skills he learned through this program are still highly relevant and valuable in his daily life and career.
The program is for students who express an interest and it is the
brainchild of Virgi Driscoll, professional artist, art and arts educator
consultant, retired art teacher and former executive director of the
Wisconsin Alliance for Arts Education.
“It’s about students working with professional designers in the field,
and with teachers who enable students to think for themselves,”
Driscoll said. “These challenges allow students to look at and experience careers through art and technology while learning to solve
work-place problems and develop more highly creative minds.”
Doug Forton, an architect from Barrientos Design & Consulting, has
been involved with the program since 2008 and keeps coming back.
“I feel like there is a true value to what all the designers are able to
teach the students,” Forton said. “Being able to introduce real world
applications that might fit these students’ creative interests is something I am proud to be able to do.”
For additional information on the Wisconsin Art Education Association’s Visioneer Design Challenge and other opportunities for students,
go to the WAEA website at wiarted.org. N

| Visual Thinking
Although formal art instruction for
most adults ends in sixth grade,
everyone is by nature a visual
thinker and communicator. As
technology advances, the amount
of visual information processed
continues to grow and evolve.
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Theatre and Dance

M

ovement arts (dance) and drama are frequently used to engage and
support learning for our younger students. However, in middle and
high school, theatre and dance are often co-curricular activities and most
Wisconsin public school students have no opportunities to learn about
them as a course of study.
Some elements of dance and drama are incorporated in the model
academic standards for physical education and language arts. Qualified
teachers can also receive dance or theatre licenses enabling them to teach
courses or a dance unit within a physical education course.
Research linking gains in physical, cognitive and social/emotional development to student participation in the arts includes evidence from the
disciplines of theatre and dance.
The Wisconsin Model Academic Theatre Standards states, “Theatre is
unique because it borrows its content from other disciplines and then
applies it to an expressive, aesthetic form.” Productions require collaboration and creative problem solving, and often involve a wide range of students from different backgrounds, social and academic interests all
focused on the same goal.
The Wisconsin Model Academic Standards for Dance add that, “Dance has
played an important role in history and is a universal human activity. Dance
consists of human movement, and comes from our innate capacities and
impulses to move, to express, to organize, to relate, and to communicate.”
Dance offers benefits to motor development through the movement arts
and enables students to explore creativity, support critical thinking and
create connections with peers in youth at all stages of development.
Also called “movement arts,” dance has become increasingly popular
over the years with instructional opportunities for children offered through
private dance studios/academies, community centers and other local
organizations. Unfortunately, not all public school students are afforded
such opportunities.
Recognizing most young people have sporadic and uneven access to
arts education, The Kennedy Center established Ensuring the Arts for Any
Given Child, a program to assist communities in developing a plan to
ensure equity and access to arts education for all students grades K-8.
In July 2013, Madison became the 12th city in a growing network of cities
around the country dedicated to making this happen for all students in
their schools (see anygivenchildmadison.org). N
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The Department of Public
Instruction’s “Guide for Planning
Curriculum in Art & Design,” developed by a taskforce including art
and technology education teachers,
identifies the need to expose more
students and teachers to elements of
art and design and considers the
broad scope of potential art and
design studies. The subject of art and
design education is expanded and
defined as “the study of visual
thinking” — including design
(object, environmental and experience), visual communications (information art), visual culture (everyday
art for cultural groups), and fine/
studio art (professional art).
The guide illustrates how elements of art and principles of design,
when properly integrated into other
content areas, can enhance learning
of both subjects benefitting students
and teachers. For instance, research
has shown reading comprehension
and drawing skills increase when
students read a story and draw a
picture of it, followed by thinking
about the story and redrawing the
picture.
In the Waunakee Community
School District, Melanie TrainorBurton, an art teacher at Waunakee
Intermediate School, reached out to
math and science teachers to see if
topics covered in their curriculum
might be relevant for her art
program. Seeking connections to
reinforce student learning in both
subject areas, it was discovered
similar concepts were being taught
— some different in name only.
Aligning artwork to concepts in
math and science improved understanding and enabled teachers to
illustrate concepts by referring
students to their art projects.
These examples illustrate
Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences, which describes
various ways in which students
process information and use it to
direct behavior and learning. In
other words, arts skills incorporated
into instruction aids learning. This is
one of the key reasons behind the
growing movement to recognize

STEAM as more effective in
increasing student achievement and
creative thinking.
| Beyond the Classroom
Kris Doering, art teacher in the
Pittsville School District, has made it
her goal to provide experiences and
opportunities in her art classes that
expand beyond the classroom and
challenge her students to think
deeper.
“The visual arts offer a unique
look on a given problem and the
realization that there is not just one
answer,” said Kris Doering, art teacher
in the Pittsville School District.
Doering, who was originally
hired as an elementary teacher,
targets projects that connect with
other subjects in school and engage
the community. A recent project
involving the school mascot, illustrates the simple ways that Doering
tries to expand art class.
A statue of the school mascot, the

panther, went missing one fall. Eventually the panther was returned,
albeit with an unwanted paint job.
Doering took in the vandalized
panther and her students covered it in
several layers of white priming paint.
The art students held a community
contest to redesign the panther. The
community member, whose design
the art class selected, came into the
art room and painted the design onto
the statue. After the design was complete, students in kindergarten
through 12th-grade used the design
to mosaic the panther in a variety of
purple glass. Once the panther was
completed, sixth-grade art students
measured and dug out an area to
landscape for the revived panther.
With shovels in hand, all grades
helped design and construct the new
landscape. This project required her
art students to use knowledge from
other subject areas, connected her
students to the community and
engaged the entire school.

10 Lessons
the Arts Teach
Elliot Eisner

1. The arts teach children to
make good judgments about
qualitative relationships.

2. The arts teach children
that problems can have
more than one solution and
that questions can have
more than one answer.

3. The arts celebrate
multiple perspectives. There
are many ways to see and
interpret the world.

4. The arts teach children
that in complex forms of
problem solving, purposes
are seldom fixed, but change
with circumstance and
opportunity.

5. The arts make vivid the
fact that words do not, in
their literal form or number,
exhaust what we can know.

6.

The arts teach students
that small differences can
have large effects.

7.

The arts teach students
to think through and within
a material.

8.

The arts help children
learn to say what cannot
be said.

9.

The arts enable us to
have experience we can have
from no other source and
through such experience to
discover the range and
variety of what we are
capable of feeling.

10.

The arts’ position in
the school curriculum symbolizes to the young what
adults believe is important.
From Elliot Eisner’s 2002
book, The Arts and the
Creation of Mind.
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short, the level of thinking taking
place in Doering’s art classes is a
mixture of creativity and problem
solving.
“I often tell my students that
creativity will make them stand out
in their chosen career because they
will be able to think outside the box
and come up with creative solutions
to problems,” Doering said.

In another instance, Doering had
her seventh-grade art class create a
display for a winter celebration in
Marshfield. The students were challenged to come up with a display
that reflected light. Doering said she
stepped back and let her students
work collaboratively as they
researched and tested ideas.
“Projects of this nature empower
the students as they hypothesize,
experiment, design, test, redesign,
and retest before coming to a conclusion for a final design,” Doering
said. “As a teacher, I had to be
willing to go on this journey with
the students. It provided an intense
learning opportunity for everybody.”
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Doering also works with educators in the district to tie art education into other core subjects. In third
grade, students write a poem about
an important life event. Students
then illustrate that event on a t-shirt.
Fifth-grade students are introduced
to math terminology in their art
class as they learn about tessellations, translations, transitions, and
reflection. In sixth grade, when
students study ancient Egypt in
social studies, Doering works with
students to build a full-size Egyptian
tomb. In all projects, Doering said
she promotes problem solving and
measuring with many of the projects, no matter the grade level. In

| Arts as Necessary
The arts are not just essential in
educating students, but the skills that
they teach and develop — creativity,
problem solving, etc. — are coveted
skills amongst employers. The Wisconsin Career Clusters/Career Pathways model, which helps students
understand the background they need
for a given career, lists 208,000 different careers in which the visual arts
are an important element. According
to a report, “Ready to Innovate,”
from Americans for the Arts and the
American Association of School
Administrators, 85 percent of
employers who are seeking creative
employees said they were having
difficulty finding qualified applicants
with the right characteristics.
Frank Juarez, a past president of
the Wisconsin Art Education Association, adds that the arts help address
real-world issues and develop
important career skills in students.
“We pride ourselves in problem
solving and thinking outside the
box,” Juarez said. “This has allowed
us to show others that we do not
only make art, but also think about
how our art contributes to the world
we live in.”
There are numerous examples of
artistic thinking that has led to great
inventions: camouflage for U.S.
armed forces soldiers was invented
by American painter Abbot Thayer,
Earl Bakken based his pacemaker on
a musical metronome, and Japanese
origami inspired medical stents and
improvements to vehicle airbag
technology.
Perhaps most importantly, the
arts teach lessons that other subjects,

For additional
information:
Wisconsin Arts Education
Association (WAEA) – wiarted.org
Very Special Arts of Wisconsin
(VSA) – vsawis.org
Alliance for Wisconsin Theatre
Education (AWTE) – awte.net
Wisconsin Dance Council (WDC)
– wisconsindancecouncil.org

on their own, can’t. Jim Heiks, fine
arts coordinator for the Appleton
Area School District, has been a
lifelong advocate for the arts. He
emphasizes the lessons the arts can
teach but also the ways in which
they can draw schools and communities together.
“The arts are a vitamin for
learning, and for communities,” said
Heiks. “And, given the conflicts in

the world today, the arts are a
vitamin for humanity.” n
See the January/February 2014 issue of
Wisconsin School News for a companion
article on music, another arts discipline.
Peggy Hill-Breunig is president of the board
of education for the Waunakee Community
School District.

“Any Given Child”,
John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts –
kennedy-center.org/education/
anygivenchild/
DPI Fine Arts & Creativity website
and monthly newsletters –
cal.dpi.wi.gov/
cal_finearts-creativity

Shelby Anderson is editor of Wisconsin
School News.
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